ers' linguistic signals are when they try to design their utterances for each other (in pairs). We can now define a bottom-up measure of linguistic diversity at the language level, B, as I f −I c . A negative score suggests each community has a language with some amount of bilingualism (low I f because speaker X produces Y's language and Y produces X's language but higher I c because they both produce some amount of each language). A positive score suggests that one community may have two languages while the other has one (e.g. high I f because both X and Y produce the mutual language but low I c because X produces two languages and Y one). B near zero implies a single language (figure 1).
This bottom-up model leads to three important conclusions for language evolution. First, the linguistic signal will come to represent many features of meaning, but the ordering of conditioning factors for two isolated communities will diverge. Second, speaker identity can become a salient conditioning factor given the right social structures. Finally, bilingualism is able to emerge, given the right change in social structure, at any point and from any previous social structure. This means that a bottom-up approach, in contrast with top-down approaches, does not limit the scenarios for an early stage of language evolution.
